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Carbon reduction at Spherics

Spherics has the ambitious target of being net zero by 2025 - which means that we’ve got some 

work to do. Our last carbon footprint was published in August 2022 and covered the 2021-2022 

financial year. 



On the next page of this report you’ll see a few of our headline stats - including our emission 

hotspots and the areas of business that drive them. Following this, we’ll dive into these hotspots 

and share our strategy to bring down emissions in each area.



For our medium and long-term strategies, we’re still working on plans and aim to publish an 

update in 6 months time (Feb 2023). 



I'd like to thank all our team who have collaborated closely to get us this far on our sustainability 

journey, deeply understanding our impact as a business and roadmapping the actions we need 

to take to become net zero by 2025. Whilst our core mission is to reduce other company's 

emissions, the steps that have been taken so far have been both challenging and inspiring. I 

would like to say a special thanks to Mike Chatziapostolou, Conrad Langridge, Jordan Edrich, 

Claire Cottis, Duncan Oswald and Emma Cain for the production of this report. 


12TH AUGUST 2022
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George Sandilands


CEO & Founder 



April 2021 to March 2022

OUR DATA

Scope 1, 2 and 3 breakdown

11,365 kg
CO2e 

Scope 1

Scope 2

Scope 3

0 kg

0 kg

11,365 kg CO2e 

CO2e 

CO2e 

Professional services

Other

Client entertainment

IT equipment

15.3%

5.9%

1.1%

1.7%

Business travel

9.9%

Sum of kg CO2E vs Category Level 2
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Short-term  

82% of our business emissions fall into three buckets; homeworking, professional services 

and business travel. In the immediate short-term, these are the areas that we’re 

focusing on:




ACTION
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Homeworking
Impact - 58.4%


Made up of:

Sharing home working best practice


Supporting low-emission adjustments


Energy-efficient hybrid working 


 PAYE staff working from home. Non-PAYE staff included under the 

“Professional Services” category. 



While there are already emissions-saving advantages to flexible working, we want to do 

everything that we can to minimise our impact. We’ll share a set of ‘Smart Home working’ 

tips as a collaborative Notion board to get the ball rolling. 



It will include suggestions like: 







As a human-first business, we recognise the complexities of asking staff to change the way 

they act at home during working hours.



We provide a support to make adjustments easier, including:










As a remote-first company, we acknowledge that we rely on the energy powering our 

staff’s homes to run our business.

 Free smart power extensions for staff to use from home

 Internal messaging to avoid working longer than contracted hours

 Bursary for staff to replace and recycle old home IT equipment with newer, more 

energy-efficient models.

ACTION

 Using natural or focused lighting at home, as opposed to lighting whole spaces

 Reminders to turn off lights in unoccupied spaces at home

 Reminders to turn off heating in unoccupied spaces.
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These are some of the things that we’re doing to help maximise energy efficiency:

 Beginning a seasonal approach to hybrid working promoting more office-working 

in winter and home-working in summer

 Using company bulletins to remind staff to switch off and unplug before weekends 

and periods of annual leave

 Using internal messaging to reiterate the need to unplug chargers (phones/

laptops) not in use

 Recommending that our staff turn cameras off in virtual meetings whenever 

possible. (We don’t default to camera-off because for fully remote staff it’s still a 

vital part of communication.)
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Professional services  


ACTION

Impact - 15.3%

Made up of:

 (adding freelancers)


 Emissions from our extended team. This covers consultants, freelancers, legal 

support and our accountants. 



At Spherics, we’ve made it our mission to tackle the complexity of measuring Scope 3 

emissions head-on. We know how big an impact the supply chain has on a business’s 

carbon footprint, so we’ve made it a key impact area for our own emissions reduction plan. 



Our short-term principles are as follows:


 Offer discounted access to the Spherics platform for our key suppliers so that we 

can better understand and mitigate the impact of our supply chain activities

 Run a sustainability assessment before choosing new or reviewing existing products 

and services

 Ask our top 10 emitters for specific carbon intensity data.
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Business travel


Impact - 9.9%


Made up of: Any business travel, not including regular commuting. 



Spherics is a remote-first company and we already give each other the flexibility of working 

from home to suit our lifestyles. This has a big impact on our carbon emissions by reducing 

commuting time. And for those that do like to pop into an office, we offer co-working 

spaces in London and Bristol, both with bike storage. 



To reduce our carbon impact through travel further, we’ll do the following in 2022-23:

 Encourage cycling, public transport and car-sharing above all other transport 

modes. Where driving alone is unavoidable, we’ll provide guidance on fuel-efficient 

routes. (This will be a Google Maps feature in Q4 2022.

 Set up and embed a company car share channel on Slack with company-wide 

bulletins for car sharing when driving to business meetings (if public transport isn’t 

an option)

 Further embed our culture of sustainable travel (we’re fortunate enough to already 

have a like-minded team when it comes to choosing public transport - we’ll talk 

about this more as we grow)

 Use Booking.com’s Travel Sustainable filter to choose business travel hotels that 

have independently-verified sustainability practices

 Motivate our employees to opt for slow travel when going abroad for business. That 

means relaxing our working arrangements to allow the time and space to choose 

alternative means to flying with no pressure to work full hours.

ACTION
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Staff behaviour change

What we do in our own time isn’t measured within the GHG emission protocol framework. 

As a business, Spherics doesn’t have control over staff behaviour outside of work, yet we do 

still encourage a low-carbon lifestyle. 



We incentivise slow travel for holidays and personal travel with paid travel time for anyone 

who chooses land or sea travel over air. The paid travel time can be claimed for additional 

hours spent travelling. To boost the scheme, we’ll share examples and stories from people 

who take part and present it to new starters during onboarding. We’ll encourage line 

managers to raise it with staff during their regular 1-to-1s too.



One of the most important aspects of a low-carbon lifestyle is diet. We promote vegan and 

plant-based meals at all staff trips and avoid single-use packaging wherever we can.

Slow travel policy


Vegan and veggie meals


OUT OF SCOPE
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Medium and long-term

As an ambitious startup, we plan to keep rolling with the industry-leading initiatives once 

resourcing and funding permits. 



For home working, our 2024 long-term aim is to reward our staff who switch to greener 

energy suppliers with a cash incentive or an extra day of annual leave



Our future goal for energy goes hand-in-hand with home working. With permission, we 

plan to audit our team's wattage when working from home, creating more accurate data 

for our company’s overall emissions. We hope to achieve this by Q4 2024, in line with our 

goal to reach net zero by 2025.



Our future travel goals include partnerships with hotels which have publicised sustainability 

policies - particularly those in London. Offering them free use of the platform, we’ll be able 

to read their results and select the ‘best in class’ for our business trips. Closer to home, we 

plan to roll out a cycle to work scheme for our staff. We aim to achieve these long-term 

travel goals by Q4 2023.

ACTION
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Not all carbon offsets are equal

At Spherics, we have committed to a target of net zero emissions by 2025. In the meantime, 

we offset all the emissions we cannot eliminate, so that we can deliver on our commitment 

to carbon neutrality. 





To ensure that our claims are credible, we use the specification PAS 2060:2014 

“Specification for the demonstration of carbon neutrality.” Looking spefically at section 9.1.2 

which sets out the requirements for offsetting residual GHG emissions in compliance with 

the PAS. The main relevant criteria are that offset carbon credits should be able to 

demonstrate additionality and permanence, and that they should avoid leakage and 

double-counting. 







Having reviewed a number of schemes on the market we have selected the Tradewater 

carbon credits to offset our 2021 to 2022 carbon footprint. We have also made the decision 

of offset the period of 9 months before our 1st financial year using a pro-rata approach. 

Our chosen scheme:


OFFSETTING

July 2020: Founded

9 months: 11,365 kg CO2e x (9/12) = 8,524 kg CO2e Pro-rata based on 2021-2022

April 2021: First carbon footprint and emission reduction strategy produced

Full year: 11,365 kg CO2e 

April 2022: Second carbon footprint & progress report

Total offset: 19,889 kgCO2e

OPEN OUR CARBON OFFSET GUIDE
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https://www.spherics.io/blog/not-all-carbon-offsets-are-equal-a-guide-to-help-you-pick-the-right-schemes
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